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PERSPECTIVES IN RETROSPECT
I’ll not even use this space to inform you that the second issue of FUTURE 

RETROSPECTIVES is later than we’d originally said it would be; if you go e irs 
issue you know that-and if you didn’t, it doesn’t matter to you really. I will, 
first off. let everyone know that there was purpose in the lateness; we needed to 
shift the schedule of FR somewhat, since it was coinciding with too many future 
activities on the old schedule (I’m horrible about failing to check my calendar 
when I commit myself to something). Anyway, the new schedule has been set now, 
and this issue of FR marks it; from here on out, there should be no problem.

Speaking of that first issue; response seems to be very nice, we’re glad to 
say; whether you agreed or disagreed, you wrote, it helps a lot, it really does, 
and we have enough of our mail scattered throughout these pages to let you know 
what people had to say.

Another point comes to mind; we owe Dick Geis some inspirational thanks for 
the basic format of this issue of FR. Rather than lump all the letters in one sec
tion, we've intermingled them with the reviews to aad variety. I doubt that the 
format is original with Dick, but that's where it impressed us the most, so we re 
acknowledging it now.

We're both getting more and more into the production of FR; whereas two years 
ago I would have begun an apazine if I felt like I should be typi^ on something, 
we both find ourselves nowadays stencilling a page or two of the next FR. a
lot different, really, and we find little problems cropping up here would have 
never existed with apazine publishing. The reason i mention it is that a number 
Lodcers commented that our fanzine read almost exactly like our aPap •

■ knowing how to take that, we'll assume it was complimentary. I really hope so, be- 
cause it’s the way I feel comfortable writing.

«sigh* The year of the 9^ paperback is fading quickly. Я just picked up a 
f„ „йЕип. 11..... № ивд мнм»

i r. >•-iS
but it makes me wince, nonetheless. w* tanuine line f / nn+
though, and it's awfully hard to resist some of she titles they're putting out.
I did manage to resist STAR TRSK: LOG FOUR by Alan Dean Foster-even at U.2> it 
was overpriced—so that helps somewhat, as aces the fact that I have most of te 
reprinted titles. Still, we're shelling out an increasingly sizable Potion °f 
our income on SF. Then again, I guess we^d do that no matter what the ^gidual 

. books cost. I do remember, though, that 1 bought a few Berkley titles а «век
so ago not because 1 particularly liked the books but Because I couldn t pass up 
a 9^ bargain. Ten years from now I'll probably oe buying $l.?0 books for the 
same reason—and I’ll still be griping about it, I guess.

Some idiot remarked last issue that upcoming FRs would be featuring fifty re
views per issue; since a lot of peoole coudSn’t figure out how we could read fifuj 

Sx weaks, let me e^ound on that. Those fifty reviews Per issue were 
meant to include books, comics, magazines-everything. Even so fifty may be a bit 
ambitious—also, it might be a bit tedious for you readers. With LoCs coming in, 
perhaps те should give a more conservative estimate on that (so as to save some 
spaced; but what would you rather see? It's also been suggested that we expan.. the 
contents of FR to include critical articles and a column or two as well as the 
Biggersstuff; once again, what, do you prefer we do;
W ' This is beginning to look like a game of twenty questions; well, at least you 
have something to write about now. Before I digress again, thoug , e s ge 
to some reviews and such.
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THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE. Barry Malzberg 
(Pocket Books 77696—95#)

Barry Malzberg was an acquired taste for mu, 
I began reading his K.M. O'Donnell writings con
cerning cons and collectors; ever-so-gradually 
I began reading the shorter works. Finally, 
plunged into his novels after some particularly 
dull Victorian prose had left me feeling drainer. 
I liked what I read; I’ll never know if it was 
the contrast that impressed me or merely the qual
ity of the work, but I never pass up a Malzberg 
book now.

of his otherTHE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE impress6*me much mere than so™e u

ss, sealers 2 “fs.
the primitive citizens of a decaying city. The Director, wi hvsicai and mental), 
manipulator, is made the victim of various manipulations (both^hysical^and mental 
and Malzberg carries us through the levels of his mind , , delves
to collapse. The interesting thing about what Malzberg does is crest
below the conscious level for more than a brief instan -“У® У protagonist The 
tbs subconscious, he sweeps the reader along just as he does the Рг°^ё°п1 » 
Malzbergian approach, unfortunately, lends itself to verbosi у *n stretching 
purposefess degressions; Barry falls into that trap from time ^stretching 
trivial segments out unnecessarily. But the characteriz p
here, so Malzberg has free rein to let the verbosity run where it may (which is 
fine for increasing page-count as well)»

• it showed a great deal of insight and
* - ' " , I couldn’~I enjoyed DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE,; xu

and it handled the perverted-creation idea it developed qui e a mi y. 
make a steady diet of it, though; so while 1 
have my qualms about recommending everything
too far, and Malzberg seems to be heading in 

I
recommend this book quite highly, I 
he writes, A good thing can be carried 
that direction with the similarity of

his approaches in all of his novels.
THE NOT-WORLD. Thomas Burnett Swann. (DAW

For some reason, I’d never considered 18th-centjiry England as a proper setting 
for a fantasy novel. It’s an era too close to heme, I guess, a time too enmeshe 
with the ending of the Enlightenment and the growth of Romanticism to offer any
thing worthwhile as a fantasy—time• Thomas Burnett Swann obviously didn’t agre^, 
because he set his NOT-WORLD in this era; the result is a fantasy novel that, a- 
gainst my sensibilities:, I have to enjoy.

The book revolves around Dierdre, a writer of Gothic romances who’s never known 
life, and Dylan, the sailor who falls in love with her—and Thomas Chatterton, 
who called them into the Not-World, where Dylan’s past romance still lived--and had 
no intentions of giving him up. The book use magic and the supernatural quite 



sparingly, waiting for the proper moment. The boA possesses that air of eerie 
unreality that permeates all of Thomas Burnett Lwann’s writings, and the reader is 
drawn into the Not-World along with Dierdre and Dylan.

Swann’s use of language is just as strong here as it has been in all his other 
works—his writing is restrained, allowing the force of the events to impress the 
reader. Unfortunately, the garish cover lacks Swann’s restraint; George Barr seems 
to have a monster-and-lady hang-up in his covers for Swann books. At any rate, tne 
misleading cover contains a very interesting novel; while I feel the li^ta i°ns 
of the setting and the era make this a weaker novel than HOW ARE THE iIIGHTY FALLEN, 
I still recommend this novel to the fantasy fan who can recognize very good wri
if Lin Carter hasn’t killed

* * * * * *****

WRIThbs

his taste for good fiction forever.
***** * ****

nIt is my policy to LoG only those fanzines

ago, edited by people
with which I established relations some years 

li^e Bowers, Geis, Joanne Burger, Frank Lunney 
and a couple of others. This is because I am not a fan, and dislike 
many of the fannish affectations, and because there are a considerable 
number of fans who would like me to repeat that one more time in , t^e^ 
fanzines. The thing is, I generally say it in such a way as to initi
ate another controversy, and that is good for fanzine circulation...

’’However, you have severl things of interest to me. I don’t mean 
your favorable reviews of my books; in general (not always) someone 
who likes me or wants something from me will run a favorable review, 
and someone else will run an unfavorable review. This translates into 
Hu^o votes too; I ’was: warned long ago that I had better stop antago
nizing fans if I wanted my books to get anywhere, since so many vote 
on personality rather than on the merits of the books. I have seen 
remarks in fanzines by fans who said they would not vote for my worx: 
and would not even read it; MACRO ССОРЕ was named in that connection. 
All of which does not incline me to change my ways; rather, it makes 
me value the wugo less, and it is quite possible I would decline it 
were that award proffered. The Nebula is worse yet. When I see so lie 
evidence that the quality of writing is the decisive factor, rather 
than an author’s catering to fans or past reputation or oi fice in

nr ability to nick up magazine serialization, etc, then 1 will
alone--I have ser-SFWA or ability to pick up magazine serialization, 

value the awards more. And on that basis-quality 
ious reservations about my own novel Rings, of Ice.

’’Let me tell you something about that novel. I 
amount of research for MACROSCOPE, back when I was 
so that the novel tooke me a year, when normally I 
a year. (Of course my little girl was born in late 1967, so that 
halved my working efficiency and slowed the novel too.) One thing 1 
wanted to do was construct a three dimensional model of the near re
gion of our galaxy, so that I could plot out exactly where our heroes 
were traveling. Most writers say ’The ship traveled to A£jjares... 
and that’s it; no word about how the ship functioned, or t e geo grey 7 
of space. But I had trouble getting the information I needed to make 
my mod£l. The average popular reference tells you about the red giant 
Betelguese (’‘beetlejuice”) and Alpha Centuri (correctly, Tollman), 
comes nowhere close to a definitive geography of space. * ,
a start, a good star chart and a table of stellar dis .
ed to see a refernce to a local astronomy instructor, so I wrote to 
him. He sent me some literstur e.. .and I sent ofi for some s ti. .
books on the ’’Canopy” theory. Unfortunately, by that time MACROCCOx- 
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was finished; I had discovered that the 4-formation I wanted simply 
didn’t exist, as apparently no one has bothered to catalogue all the lo
cal stars by distance. So it was a line of research that copped out. 
But I didn’t like wasting it. The stellar information I have gradually 
added to, so that now I do have some notion of the geography of local 
space—enough to describe the stars within a hundred light years or so 
of Sol, anyway--and that will be used for CLUSTER, which is a whole 
nother story, if I can sell the project. It’s bigger than MICROSCOPE; 
so don’t hold your breath; publishers balk at size.

“Meanwhile, the canopy information turned out to be an old, not a nv 
theory by a man named Vail. I wrote to the publisher to see whether .• 
would be alright to adapt this to fiction, and he agreed... The idea < 
a modern-day canopy and a system of Saturn-like rings of ice about Eart' 
intrigued me. But I had no plot, no cast of characters. So I invoked 
the most ready source; I simply had the rains start falling, and traced 
a typical family’s ordeal... I drafted it up in chapter and summary 
format and sent it to my agent. He showed t^e presentation to /IVON, 
whose editor turned out to be a former fan with whom I had quarreled 
in passing in a fanzine. He--no, now don’t anticipate mel—he liked 
the notion. But he didn’t like the cast of characters, which were 
entirely too ordinary. ’How about putting really unusual people in this 
unusual situation?’ he suggested. So I dug into my stray files of notj'< 
and came up with an oddball bunch who had not found fictional homes of 
their own yet...Whether suchann infusion of characters into my canopy 
notion would work I didn’t know; it could turn out to b£ a messy hodge
podge. But the editor liked it, and he bought it, and the result was 
RINGS OF ICE.

“I ^ate to say that in this case I think the editor had better - 
spective than I did, and that the book he envisioned turned out betcc; 
than the one I had presented the first time... So whether RINGS OF IC1 
is of Hugo caliber I can’t say; I tend to think that no disaster nova 
rates the award. But if it is, it is because of the editing it recei'' 
from Charles Platt...’-

“So now you know the truth about RINGS OF ICE, make of it what you 
will. I doubt that others will like it as you have—I have already set 
one review saying the characters turned off the reader. Time will telj

“...I must wrap this up. It is not only that I am talking too much 
for your Biggers and Betters fanzine, it is that I have a novel, PTHOR 
to finish. So more briefly; you say you doubt that anyone cares who 
wrote the individual reviews. Yes, I care. When a male does a female
protagonist novel that touches on sex, it makes a big difference whether 
tue reviewer is male or female...

“Is for the martial arts novels--an article on these collaborations 
will appear in due course in an issue of THE DEADLY HANDS OF KUNG FU... 
My collaborator is also collaborating with another person you mention, 
Steranko, and it is possible there will be a Jason Striker comics 
spinoff...”

(2-8-75) “...Glad to. hear it was Susan who review RINGS OF ICE. 
I, like Cliff, had no objection to the portrayals (of females) in RITE 
OF PASSAGE and PODKAYNE OF MARS; in fact I thought they both deserved 
to be award contenders (Not winners, just contenders...) I am curious 
what my presentation had the others didn’t--but if it is this matter of 

“Heinlein female” I just have to say J have always admired that 
type. I guess my female is more true to life, but the other type would 
be much more fun to be with...”
FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE #2 Page 6



(C&S Comment: You’re not the first to remark that they had reservations about 
giving any disaster novel a Hugo nomination; I guess the fact that

I enjoy that p ar ti c ular~type of fiction, as docs Susan, is the reason two of the 
nominees we mentioned were ’’disaster’-types. Our suggestion that t e 00 . s °u 
get a Hugo nomination was seriously made, though^ and both of us still suppor a ..

I, too, have noted a tendency among some fen to vote for or against the au^0^ 
without ever having read the book in question (in Hugo voting, a 13 13 +
better qualify my statement). One acquaintance was 100/o sure w ic nove - ь 
the 1971 Hugo, even though he had read only two of die nominees, eca^se 
the other authors. Until that changes, I guess quite a few pros and lans aren u 
going to rely on the Hugos (or Nebulas) as an accurate register о goo ic -

And yes, it was Susan who reviewed RINGS OF ICE-I typed up the Hugo-choice page. 
Which brings up a sideline point; would anyone else rather we initial our ь о 
with ”c” or ”s”, to tell you who reviewed what? We didn’t tnink it woul >
Piers has a valid point about the difference in the male and female viewpoint.;

(2/3/75) “You know, 
this is my first ever

Binghamton, NY LoC. I always won- 
13905 dered what would geu me

to finally take the 
plunge. I-always mean to write LoCs 
to the zines I get, but never seem co 
get around to it. But I can-t turn 
down the request of a friend now can 
I? So you have the honor of LoC #1.

Brian Perry 
34 Lake ave.

I’ll start with the whois, and the; 
get to the nit-picking. I was very 
pleased with the zine as a whole. 
Layout is a matter of personal taste, 
but the only things I didn’t care 
for were the contents pag^ and too 
few spot illos. I think I would have 
added 3-4 more-illos. I don't know 
what I would have done with the con
tents page, tho, since there aren^d 
too many ways to organize a review 
zine... Use your own art for the 
cover, occasionally (or usually,

It’s certainly good enough.
"I can't see what you. all see in offutt's ANALOG story. It's a decent 

enough story, but certainly not Hugo quality. I don t 
the storyline anyramre. It didn't exactly overwhelm the readers either, 
placing third I believe. It seems that there are a few people support
ing a "make andy offutt a great writer" movement down there, which is 
too bad? because he is a damn good writer, but not a great one yet. Give
him a chance.

"The biggest nit t.ho is your 
quote yon - “HOW ARE THE MIGHTr 
read, in any field»” So hov/cum it* 
Hugo?' I certainly will nominate it, .
a very fine book» Ion seem to be eliminau

Let mechoice of novels for the Hugo.
FALLEN is one of the best novels I’ve 

s not one of your 4 choices for the 
because I agree with you that it’ 

_______ "sing it because it ’’isn’t- the 
ardJ’i.e., Fantasy» Well, it deserves to win 
neoole are going to have to nominate it even •b _ “ . —__ • J. — X» 4- ~ n 4- Lk T lr OT’O

kind of book that wins aw?
some awards and to do so p—h — — D;--o -- , .
if they don’t think it will win» Don’t vo^e for those you think ал 
the kind that will win, vote for the best. End of sermon.



"incidentally, it's too b^d WlTEhS«IP ЕОЖ isn't eligible this year 
1 just finished it and it's fantastic. If you haven t read it yet, do
so at once,” 
(Cliff Comments: The™ > soot illo sj tuation is beinH' remedied, slowly but surely, with 

the welcome addition of Wade Gilbreath's art to Ht. Between Wade 
& myself, maybe we can fill up enougi space to eliminate the ^pered loo • 
hopefully, someone else will send in some art soon—we're working on a few hopef . . 

It's odd you should accuse us of trying to give offutt an undue Hugo (hope Pm 
not taking you out of context there); we re most definitely not т tappen'
although there are a few local fdn who are. andy is good, 141 agree, J^t - t ap
to think "Gone With the Gods" is an excellent novelette, deserving of the 

trospect, I can see why you may accuse me of unfairly supporting y,
reviewed THE CASTLE KEEPS very hi^ily; truth be told, though, I ra n g

offutt-fan—his porno is useless to me, and I no longer bother to uy у - '
his SF is good. I was impressed with GWTG. I hope others are, because it deser .

In retrospect,
once

recognition, I think.
And lastly, I am supporting Swann for a GANDALF award. That's the problem, Jjho;

I think of the Hugo should recognize SF work, not fantasy, and as su .
choose SF works. I'd like to see a separate award for fantasy n°v^s""IFtF0R\HQMAS 

any rate, A GANDAbr run inuimovery, very unfa.г to make the two genres compete. At
BURNETT SWANN к Ahem.

***** *->$*** ****}(• -JHHb** 4HH4**

ICE AND IRON. Wilson Tucker. (Doubleday)*

■Jt**** ***** *****

*available from SFBC

of the Unsatisfactory Ending.Ah, yes, the latest by Wilson Ticker, the Master .
As he did in THE TIME MASTERS, so has he done again in ICE AND IRON»~wribte ^y^ 
intriguing book right up until the end—an end which leaves you . ang g, 
there's just got to be more, but there isn't. This is a very irritating habitо 
Tucker's; and what's more irritating is that he's writinga wholei ne JL h ,nea-ls 
paperback version of ICE AND IRON—just as he did wi-h iriE ' * — • ■'
that after paying the cost of the book plus shipping and handling, Im still 
going to have the same story that's coming out in paperback form a few months hen . 
A nice way to make money, but not a trait that endears an author to members of I.e
SF Book Club.

ICE AND IRON, as I said, is an extremely interesting book; the P^se involves 
a new ice age in which glaciers cover Canada and the northern ni e . •
city after another is abandaned because of the encroaching ice, strange things b.gin 
to fall out of the sky: mud bricks, strange polygon-shaped weapons, and human ^.-os- 
eighteen to be exact, one of x^hich is still alive. Our three main characters—i£h- 
smith, a scientist; Harley, a medical doctor; and Jeanmarie, a polylibrarian—are 
tioned at one of the base’s on the fringe of the glacier, awaiting the tail of die 
seventeenth body. Interesting relations are drawn between these three and not a .tew 
comical situations occur. Suspense is kept up well thanks to Ticker’s technique of 
alternating between chapters of the veal and present world of ice and the unknown^ 
future world from where the bodies and other objects are coming. It is pos7 
early in the novel by Harley and apparently silently accepted by the author 
future world is the site of a battle and falling bodies are casualties. fe 
a little relevance to the times thrown in, in that the enemy and possessors 

that this 
also have 
of the

polygon—shaped weapons are women and tne victims are men.
And that, dear readers, is that. After reading the dust jacket introduction you w_11 
know almost as much as when you finish the book—assuming you’re unfortunate enough 
to have already purchased the hardcover edition. The first 181 pages of ICE AND 111.ON 
have all the makings of a great novel—characterization, suspense, an interesting 
theme—but where, kind Tucker, is the rest of the book? hhere is our resolution? In 
the paperback version, that’s where. You’ll enjoy ICE AND IRON, for it’s a very goou 
book—just make sure you buy the rewritten paperback version; and let me know how iu 
ended, okay?



THE HOLLOW LANDS. Michael Moorcock, (Harper & Row) •к-available from SFBC

This is the second volume of Moorcock's "Dancers at the End of Time" trilogy, and 
perhaps the most descriptive thing that can be said about it is that it reads exactly 
like the first volume, AN ALIEN HEAT. Unfortunately, this.tellssthe reader who missec. 
the first volume absolutely nothing? so a bit more detail is neede •

Both volumes in this series are wry, sardonic pieces that reflect strongly the
decadent society at the end of time that Moorcock has created. Jnere ^arne lan 1
the protagonist—in this volume, he journeys back into the 189 s once ^sain '
his true love, Mrs. Underwood, who presumes Jherek dead and has settled into ordinary 
life with her husband once again. Moorcock's black humor.is more pronounce in 1 
volume than in the first book, and the naivete of Jherek in this s range, ancien 
land makes for a number of amusing instances. Particularly notewro ny is 1 
sation between Jherek and H. G. Wells—Jherek assumes that Wexls me 1 .ac in_ 
very real device, and the ensuing conversation is easy to imagine.

If you like black humor, 
SF straight, you’ll be disa

don’t pass this series up; if,, however, you prefer your 
ppointed and irritated by both this volume and AN ALLbN 

_ - • , . ------- —---------------------- an ex-HEAT. For serious SF, it’s quite pointless 
cellent way to pass a lazy afternoon.

• for light, amusing reading, it’s

IMAGINATIVE SEX. John Norman. (DAW UJ11U6—$1.95)
at Ball 
has a

antine and has since carried to DAW.
John Norman (or John Lange') has one claim to fame: the Gor series he began 

Anyone reading any one of the Ger books 
very good idea of the type of writing Norman does; very sexual, very much into bondage 
and female-slavery, and full of that "machismo" that you suspect writers create 3 о 
to see how many people actually go along with it. In the Cbr 00£s* яппгох-
oughsian-flavored science-fantasy element running through the 00 s, ma 1 g L 
imately science fiction.

If you remove the strands of science-fantasy and 
present the remaining sex in brief scenarios, you 
have IMAGINATIVE SEX. The book is John Norman, 
presenting his sexual bullshit without even toe 
benefit of crude fiction to mask it.

1 still don’t know whethbr I’m supposed to 
laugh at it or actually believe that John Lange 
means all this. He seems to assume that Ы1 
women desire to be slaves; he presumes that 
virtually everyone enjoys bondage; in short, \ 
he tries to pass off this quasi-porno as some 
Definitive Truth.

I’m disgusted. Not by the book itself, 
mind you; I’ve no qualms with any sort of sex
ual writings, whether I agree with them. What 
disgusts me is that Don Wollheim would have^ 
the audacity to put his "DAW-^sf" label on this 
book and thereby misrepresent it as something 
related to science fiction. Because it isn’t 
that's all there is to it. John Lange/Norman 
is merely a writer with a few sexual quirks 
that he’s managing to turn into a nice source 
of cash—and unfortunately, he’s not even a 
good writer.

For $1.95, I think you’d enjoy a porno book 
much more than this one, if it's sex writing 
you want. Pass it up, by all means.



ANDRE NORTON i 
(2-2-75)

”1 was very pleased to receive the copy of FUTURE RETRO
SPECTIVE in which you so kindly reviewed the Time Agent 
series. These books have been, of course, in circula

tion for some time. But this is the first occasion, I believe, 
they were ever considered and commented upon as part oi a s g 
so the review is especially noteworthy as far as I am cone erne •

’’Oddly enough I still get letters from readers asking me ^reopen 
the series and 'tell what happened next.' However, t ere is *P '
tion for any writer to avoid, and that is to prolong a series pa^ 
certain point. If one does that the results are often fa 
gins to repeat oneself. So I have to explain.that Travis • ~
main lost in space, and Murdock and Ashe in time. T e &Pa 5
the Tartars will eventually combine, and Ashe is going to marry on - 
the Foanna. Ross Murdock will go with the sea people and ev®ntualh 
rise to a commandership among them. But that series of fut
I believe, will never be chmicled. ,

"Anyway, thank you very much for the chance to see your r s and 
the rest of your fanzine--! found them all very interesting

(Susan Comments: One point that aroused my curiosity-
Foanna and the inhabitants of the Witch World intentional, 

it an unconscious resemblance?
From the sound of it, the Time Agents series has one more novel in it, to take 

care of the plot-lines you discuss. While the desire to avoid a
too far is laudable, it seems that a fifth novel would complete the series,J 
probably make it seem more cohesive to the reader who come. У 
first time. Also, I'm sure there's the desire not to be tied down with the sa 
and the same cast for too long—that would cer tainly play a g P 
picking up the series with a fifth novel.)
and the same cast for

•x-x-x—x-;$ •й-Х-Х-Х-К-

AT THE NARROW PASSAGE. Richard C. Meredith. (Berkley N273O 25$)
A Richard Powers cover that impressed me was the first reason I this book,

a 95(4 price tag for 250 pages was the second. Somewhere in there, I °^looke 
best reason of all for buying this one; it's a very, very good piece of diction.

AT THE NARROW PASSAGE is a novel of alternate time-lines; Eric Mather^ is a 
cenary fighting in one of these alternate lines, working or e disaster
ding to the Krites, they are interfering in various time-lines to Prevent a di te 
that could radically alter civilization in ail the time-lines. Mathers 1 g 
soldier, a loval mercenary; until he is captured by an enemy movement, that is. Г c 
he begins to realize that, behind the illusion of Krith altruism, there is some thi. B 
Xe!^om here on out, the book details Mathers' struggle to determine tee truth- 
ana what he must do to save human civilization no matter which side is correct.

f:

As I said, the only thing I didn't consider when I bought this book was the good 
;tion it contained. Now then, you know better, and I'd recommend you buy it as, 

soon as possible. Meredith writes clean, moving fiction and relies 
line to carry the reader on to the climax» The ending is weak u 
intentional, for it leaves a fine opening for a sequel.

on a strong plot- 
perhaps that was

ORBIT THIRTEEN. Damon Knight (Putnam’s—$5.25)
At one time— probably around the time of OrbitJ^-Damon Knight’s 

series was the best being published, surpassing even John Carnell.s
SF. That time has passed, though; ORBIT 13 marks the great deterioration that tie
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series has undergone in the past two or taree years. Knight’s editorial reins are 
getting looser and looser, and the fiction is very crudely done. Of the twenty 
stories in this volume, I’d only recommend two: Charles Arnold’s ’’Spring Came to 
Blue Ridge Early This Year» and Gardner Dozois’ ’’Flash Point.” The remainder of 
the book.needs a guiding hand—these stories could have been good, many of them, with 
rewriting and a firm sense of direction. Knight needs to use the rejection slip a 
bit more; maybe in five years, some of these writers will be genuinely good (Kate 
Wilhelm and RALafferty have no such excuse—Wilhelm’s story is overwritten and under- 
plotted, and Lafferty’s story is simply Lafferty, which I don’t like).

I still recommend the early ORBITs wholeheartedly—but from ORBIT 11 on, there 
little hope for the series.
(gROSTHO PLUS. Piers Anthonyy (Berkley Ц25-О2137-О7^ — 7^^)

Having been so taken by Anthony’s RINGS OF ICE, I decided to read another Anthony 
novel and see if he could do it every time. While not as gripping a story as RINGo, 
PROSTHO PLUS is every bit as good a novel in a different sort of way. The newel was 
originally a series of short stories appearing mainly in various SF magazines; not 
knowing how much of them has ben rewritten to form a book, I can’t really say ow 
good they were to begin with. I can say that they hagg together remarkably well, ana 
I would never have known they were individual stories if I hadn’t been told so. 
might have said the book seemed a little choppy, and wondered why, but knowing what 1 
know now...

PROSTHO PLUS is about the adventures of Dr. Dillingham, a rather mundane prostho
dontist who is kidnapped by aliens after they come to him to fix a toothache. Dr. 
Dillingham gets to travel across the universe repairing cavities on various alien 
mouths and usually getting into trouble in the process. PROSTHO PLUS is also a 
humorous novel; parts of it made me chortle aloud, and a book has to De funny to ha о 
that effect on me. Piers Anthony put a lot of imagination into this novel; i s 
apparent in all the assorted types of dental problems he created for Dillingham to 
solve. For example, aliens who do not speak, but use their teeth to print complicate, 
cuneiform-like messages on sticks; and aliens whose teeth act as radio receivers and 
transmitters, not to mention an alien the size of a whale whose cavity require a 
few tons of gold to fill. Also apparent is the amount of research that mus. have 
gone into PROSTHO PLUS (unless Piers Anthony is a frustrated dental student;; tne 
book impresses the reader that the author knew his subject as well as possible before 
sitting down at the typewriter.

If you’re in the mood for some light entertainment, give PROSTHO PLUS a try. 3ut 
be warned, there’s food for thou^t in this book, also. And be sure to brush your
teeth after each chapter. 

$**** *****

Norman Masters 
720 Bald Eagle tk. Rd. 
Ortonville, Mich 48462

***** ***** ***** ***** ****
<1-27-75) “FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE #1 was a 
pleasant surprise in the mailbox, arriving, 
as a matter of fact, the same day Geis fi
nally got me TAC’s #10 & 11..»

“I do enjoy reading reviews, 6c sat down & read FUTURE RETROoPECTxV^ 
the day it arrived--even before starting the TACs--gee.

’•The relatively short reviews of a large number of books make for a 
potentially useful motivational guide towards sf buying. There isn t 
n heck of a lot response-wise, I can say, having read only two
° Norton’s KEY OUT OF TIME I read several ye?rs ago,

And I read anything by Thomas Burnett Swann a „mo - 
comes out, Swann being in my opinion the best liv« 
I considered HOW ARE THE MIGHTY FALLEN to be gooo

books you reviewed, 
and recall enjoying, 
immediately after it 
ing fantasy author.
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Swann but not great , like THE FOREST OF FOREVER and GREEN PHOENIX.

"Other than those, I picked up the Spider books only a couple days 
ago—debating whether I should blow my two bucks on this kind of junk 
or not!. !l am very put off by this "Spider nodded," "Spider was recog
nized " subject useage bit. I am pretty certain the originals prob
ably said "Wentworthnnodded," etc. When you mentioned 1 updated/rewrit 
I sLd to myself ^oh." If I bad known absolutely beforehand that t 
been tampered with, I'd probaffiy have left them on the stands. ror .; 
old pulp junk has to keep its period flavor to be bearable. Start 
pering with it and you. remove it’s appeal.

"Looking over your review list, sure enough, those are the Oooks I • - 
been seeing on the stands for the past months. I decided to look at my 
read! g list; mostly 50's pulps and digest, recent °"?rd releases, 
& Dunsany, a Burroughs, a Haggard, a Hubcaru. Guess I m getting ob., 
for I'm going back to the stuff that mildly precedes my own personal 
Golden Age of sf (57 to 64). Get around to reviewing the Brackett 
Stark books and the BEST OF PLAWbT sTORIno vl nest time,

”1 raised my eyebrows when I read your statement about Steranko's 
prime talent b^ing story-telling rather than art.
goodly while since I read ’em, but I remember thinking, impressi 
art & so-so scripts... ”
( Cliff comments: Sorry, but we didn’t even buy the Planet Stories volume; sounds 

like your idea of great SF doesn't quite mesh with ours.
That should have read "visual About Steranko: I made a typographical omission. npnpls to

storytelling; " what I meant was that bterako's art ^3jn^ltlg^panels^to 
give that flowing feeling of motion. You re right, _ - 
mediocre for the most part.)

the scripts in SHIELD were very

-X-JHSHC-

THE FEMALE MAN. Joanna Russ. (Bantam 08765 $1.25)
Joanna Russ' latest novel is a driving look at «o^n, both «omen of ourworld 

and the aggressive, independent women of various alternate realities created wi 
the 21Ц X! !f the novel. Joanna Russ writes the book with strength, tearing 
through stereotypes and knocking over all those pedestals women have been put on f

far too long.
be said about the book; the fiction is well-written, 

Joanna Russ pulls no punches;
the point

There’s very little that can
albeit a little confusing in some character-shifts. b_;n»B
her language is as forceful and direct as her Feminist theme, and she bring 
home so well that I suspect this book will become the literary bludgeon that 
anti-feminists back into their hovels.

It’s good; buy it and read it—then be sure to thinkzabout it.

THS GEMINI PROBLEM: A STUDY IN DARKOVER. Walter Breen. (T-K Graphics priv.

drives

prtg.)

Marion Zimmer Bradley's Barkover novels are one of the two most engrossing SF 
s»rST!urreX written (yes, I'll tell you; E.C. Tubb's "Dumarest" is the other . 
keen's oHSy-published booklet is a study of the Darkover books, tracing various 
tomes and developments throughout the series. Breen is very incisive on to 
010^- of Darkover, some of the major themes, etc., but the booklet, overall, is very, 
ve-Y weak. The copious references to editions & page numbers that should nave been 
ш-с aren’t; and 36 pages is far too small a size to devote the proper attention to 
the subject. Breen gets too heavily into symbolism too quickly, and fails to oiler 



objective summaries, descriptions and histories chat would enhance the study. Tais 
is an interesting study, but very disappointing waen one considers what it could have 
been; Breen should consider expanding it immensely and having it reissued.
SCIENCE FICTION EMPHASIS #1. Ed. David Gerrold (Ballantine 23962 — $1.29)

SF EMPHASIS is an anthology that devotes itself to publishing outstanding fiction 
by outstanding new authors in the field—not necessarily first-sale authors, but new 
authors. I prejudged the book when it came out and passed it up, figuring it woulo. 
be a miasma of plotless vignettes (okay, so I underestimated Gerrold as an editor 
everyone makes a few mistakes).

I bought the anthology for Michael Bishop’s "On the Street of the Serpents,” 
Mike recommended highly. I agree; "Serpents” presents not only an intriguing SF. 
story of brain-transference and political assassination, but it gives us a piercing 
look into the persona, Mike Bishop. The style is very, very firm and direct through" 
out the story; very rarely does Bishop slip into over-description, and the impression 
istic use of color throughout the story is a false accent, putting the reader'.s emph
asis on the visual. "Serpents" is a story of the mind, the change of a peaceful man 
into a killer for reasons he can’t communicate totally; it lets us into Mike Bishop, 
as a character and a writer. I’d like to find out how Jamie, Mike’s son, reacts to 
this story when he reads it, someday in the future. Personally, I don’t consider it 
his best, but it’s mighty good—maybe Hugo-nominee good, but that’s for you to judge.

The Bishop story makes up a third of the 211 page volume—the remainder of the 
fiction, while shorter, is very impressive. Joe Pumilia’s "Willowisp" is a ghost 
story with a difference; "Telepathos" by Ronald Cain impressed me with its force. 
I’d rate this anthology very highly, particularly considering that the authors are 
new to the field—don’t pass it up if you can help it.

PHILIP K. DICK & THE UMBRELLA OF LIGHT. Angus Taylor (T-K Graphics)

This slim book is a critical analysis of Dick; the style is Heavy Scholarly, one 
I don’t particularly care for, but the subject makes it worthwhile to wade through 
Taylor’s muddy, awkward prose. Rather than dispute individual findings and opinions 
that Taylor presents, I’ll recommend that you buy the volume and dispute them your
self. I will criticize this book for the same thing I criticized the Darkover study 
from T-K Graphics; it fails to offer objective facts, printing histories, etc., and 
puts the entire emphasis on analyses. Also, it footnotes chapters, rather than foot
noting particular editions of Dick’s work--and this is bad, because it makes it very 
difficult to research quotes, references, etc. I’d rather footnote an edition I 
don’t have—at least I have an approx, idea—than have not-totally-useful chapter 
references. This volume is supposedly the first of a series of SF Author Studies; 
I hope the future writers can get off their scholarly soapbox and write more clearly 
and directly—if the unwifeldy prose was meant to impress, it failed.

OMNIVORE. Piers Anthony (Ballantine) *may still be available from SF Book Club
The one lingering impression I get upon completion of a Piers Anthony novel is how 

well he has researched his subject. This holds true for the three previous Anthony 
novels I’ve read and OMNIVORE is no exception to the rule. In this novel a three— 
member exploration team is sent to Nacre, a world of mushrooms and various other 
fungi. Through detailed descriptions early in the book and a later conversation with 
two of the characters, Anthony reveals what a great amount of research and study went 
into the background planning of OMNIVORE.

Oneecould also say that Piers Anthony is oime of the masters of the improbable 
character. As in RINGS OF ICE we also have in OMNIVORE three highly atypical char
acters; Veg, the all-brawn and not-too-much-brains member of the team who is also 
a vegetarian—hence the nickname;. Aquilon, the beautiful female member who eats any
thing; and Cal, the brains of the team who is a carnivore. All three have their 
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quirks and I heitate to relate them here, because it would spoil oneз of^the most 
suspenseful parts of the novel wherein each one relates his pa.t history. Which 
brings us to one of the most tantalizing characters in the story—Bubble, a government 
super-agent. Bubble, who has been intensively trained in various martial and mental 
skills, has been sent by the government to investigate what actually happens 
Nacre. The method in which each member of the exploration team ^lls his story to 
Bubble, who pieces the tales together, is not new by any means, hut in the han 
Piers Anthany it more than suffices to catch and hold the reader s interest.

And let us not forget the alien inhabitants of Nacre, the mantas, which may well 
prove to be the most interesting characters of all to some, althougn Pe^°n^ 
prefer the interplay of the huia n relations in this particular novel. The mantas ar. 
fungoid, mushroom-shaped creatures who move by slamming their one big root 
the ground with enough force to ргорё! them in huge jumps ^ек are ante 
their own alien way and communicate via light impulses emitted from their one larg 
eye" Z mantas play a larger part in the plot as the book nears its .end when comm- 
unication is partly established with themi by Subble.

Although this book is rather old-copyright 1968-it is. just as’ J^ertain^ 
as when it was new. If you haven't read it yet, make a point to put it near the . 
of your reading list

NOTE FROM МЕШАЙ. BISHOP .Disch published a novel this 
It’s probably ineligible for a

Hugo because of previous publication in England--but it is nevertheless 
tne nov^l of the year, the sort of thing Delany seems to be trying to 
do but can’t Quite bring off. It’s out from Aven for $1.65. Please 
find 334 and read it; you’ve probably encountered parts of it in the mage 
magazines and anthologies, but it’s cumulative impact is con sid era ble.. Is 
(Susan comments: Aaagh. Yes indeed, 33U deserves a Hugo nomination, if not the a- 

ward. In fact, we had said that very thing Ьаск at the first of 
the year, in one of our apazines; but as time passed, we forgot about it, assuming 
the book was published last year or somesuch. Thanks for reminding us—that s the 
fifth novel on our nomination ballot.)
Sue Phillips (3-6-75) “...I have it from a reliable source that
936 Packard Ave. Brian Perry disagrees with your choice of ’’Gone
Louisville, KY 40217 With the Gods” for a Hugo nomination. He’s also 

inclined to view offutt as a second rate author.
Erian, I should think that'talent such as his is recognizeable even ’ . 
if the name isn’t as big as Asimov or has been around as long as that^ 
venerable. When he does sf, ahdy has as much or more ability as any of 
the more recognized names. I do think that he should spend a little 
less time writing porno and more on sf...
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’’Somewhere in this zine is a reference to Barry Malzberg as being 
good, How can you?I Malzberg rambles. His books are conglomerates of 
unrelated material that someone tries to stick together and the result 
is something I doubteeven he understands, I realize that I have only 
read three Malzberg books and therefore my opinion may not hold as much 
clout as that of someone who is more familiar with his work...

“I have already seen why you are impressed with RINGS OF ICE. It 
surprised me in being so good. It is one of the better novels pubbed 
in 1974 but isn’t, I think, worth a Hugo. I have never been much imp
ressed with Piers Anthony as a writer until recently. This and the DAk 
book TRIPLE DETENTE indicate that he’s improving...

”1’11 close by saying good luck with this; I like reading reviews 
because you can get some really good arguments going.

(Cliff comments: I think you’ve made a valid point anent Malzberg, although perhaps 
you’re a bit too harsh. I wouldn’t go so far as co call them ”con- 

glomerates of unrelated material,” but I can agree with the fact that they tend to 
ramble—even as a Malzberg fan I can see that. You mention porno—Malzberg’s CON
FESSIONS OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY is very well-written (althou^i in first person present 
tense) with a great deal of psychological insight—if you find it, buy it.)

зеннн;- дан юенн*- я#***
DEATH AND THE SPIDER. (Spider #U) Grant Stockbridge (Pocket Books 77953 — 95$)

I’m impressed. I’d heard that some of the Spider adventures were quite a notch 
above the typical pulp-writing of the period, but I never expected this. DEATH AND 
THE SPIDER is a metaphysical piece that pits the Spider against Death incarnate—the 
entire novel possesses a subdued unreality that the author subtly reinforces.

Pulp adventures are nice reading when you want something light—they’re fine books 
to keep in the bathroom—but this one is definitely a cut above that level. For t.i? 
newcomer to pulp heroes and/or the Spider, I recommend this one—in fact, I recommenu 
the four Spider reissues (along with the old Berkley reprints, now .-out of print) to 
anyone who enjoys reading action-adventure. Even those of you who dislike pulp 
writing might be surprised by DEATH AND THE SPIDER.

THE BEST OF HENRY KUTTNER. Henry Kuttner (Doubleday) ^available from SF Book Club
Ray Bradbury entitles his introduction to this collection "Henry Kuttner: A Neglect

ed Master;" nothing того describes the genius of KUTtner than that. I was late com
ing to the work of Henry Kuttner; before this volume arrived, I’d only read the short 
stories collected in various anthologies we have.

Kuttner writes strong, honest fiction. He has no ambitions other than to tell the 
story, make his point, and get on to the next item on the agenda. His style is crisp 
and direct and his stories are heavily sf-directed. The seventeen stories collected 
in this posthumous tribute to his talent are of an incredibly high quality—a quality 
you don’t expect from stories 20 years old or more. The best thing that can be said 
about Kuttner is that he wrote sf that can survive out of its era—and when you think 
about it, that's quite a talent. Don't miss this anthology; once you finish it, you’ll 
probably find yourself hunting down those old Kuttner paperbacks—I did. 

ф ***** ^**Jj«* & * * * * ***** *****
JOE GREEN: (1-29-75)”»«-writing a full-length novel is difficult for a 

part-time writer. Writing a series of short stories and 
combining them is the old and honored answer for most sf writers. Do 
you know how much resolution It takes to write a full novel from scratch 
on weekends and at night? You wouldn’t believe. , .and the money is 
usually puny, for the work involved. But if you write stories, finish 
each, mail it, get a response, write another, and another... eventually 
you'll wind up with 40 to 60 thousand words on paper, in almost usable 
form. Then you can add a few more, rewrite as necessary, smooth and 
polish...if it wasn’t done this way I suspect a lot fewer novels would 



be written. Not the perfect answer, perhaps, but a workable one.
"As for GONbCMCE...the novel contains 28,000 more words than the

, . .' end The last story ends on page 153 in

ftSSTb’.*^
original order of appearance! So a S^/^^f^^L^^riting

the book (with many changes and a major_revision^along sold
bett e ЛАЛэ s'been3 bett ^received by publishers (a Ithough the reviews 
of MIND were much better, and I personally consider it mj best

”If I were rich, I’d just write short stories. 
tive needs, and are a hell of a lot less work, 
esting wheA Arthur C. Clarke told me writing shorts Jas

satisfy my crea- 
it very inter- 
his real aim

in lif e...
"Good luck with FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE. That’s a darn

— —“ si ”
bock-uere it not for ^-^^^^^coNSCIENCE. I'm anxiously awaiting 

six months away as I write this.)

good first issue

ware of the number о 
STaR PROBE—which is

THE MIND PARASITES. Colin Wilson (Arkham House—&Ц.00)
raft and the school of writers that seem to work 

short story or two by Colin Wilson sЛ in 
the Lovecraftian base for this novel until
Curious as t о how Wilson could sustain the

control the ambitions ; 
Gilbert Austin becomes

9

I enjoy the works
in the Lovecraftian style o 1 had read a 
tne Cthulhu Mythos, but I was unaware o- 
I read the liner notes at the bookstore. 
Lovecraftian feel for an entire novel, I bought it.

THE MIND PARASITES doubt
of the existence of the Tsathogguans, the mind parasites«n- a—«»““ Sr

. „пл+пчпч о f. ?teen-page introduction by Wilson that analyzes Love
The book ai>.o • r-ng him ”an obsessed writer.” Lovecraft fans

craft as a writer—or as a.son c&_ls - 5 - ь itself I bought Wil son! -
should enjoy the introduction as much or mor® really a pleasant sleeper
THE PHILOSOPHER STONE on the basis of this novel- it hooked
that sneaks up on your interest and, be^e you know it, you’re hooked.
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THOMAS BURNETT SWANNs (1-28-75) "...The review of HOW ARE THE MIGHTY 
FALLEN was a wonderment to me. If I had dreamed 

an ideal review, that would have been it. And youaare the only review
ers ever to notice my poetry interspersed in my novels, host people, 
I fear, either skip it or assume I quoted it from somebody else. Some 
of the poems were written long ago, some are written fit a had 
character (the lighter pieces usually, on occasion deliberately bad 

couldn’t have written a good poem;, 
though it was my first writing love,because the character in question 

Anyway, poetry comes hard for me, 
and I do like having it noticed.

”But most of all, of course, I 
usiastic about a book whose cover 
tale (DonalddWollheim has another 
THE NOT-WORLD. ‘ , . - ’ '

v/as overwhelmed when you were so ent
led one to expect a lurid monster 

and a 'iv on my next bookmonster ?

It was the hardest book I ever wrot
because I had to be accurate to the bible and to history...

"As for your magazine, it wqs completely to my taste. I love a .. 
zine with excellent reviews of Looks, comics and such, but dislik 
fanzine which is nothing but inside gossip about *7 ^the liters’ 
vention. I also enjoy a fanzine in which uhe viewpoint of the edito - 
is evident-, for example, in your very valid comment on hOw almost no 
science fiction (and I could add fantasy) writer creates believable 
women. I think the men generally either overlook women or create them 
as they would like them to be. There never was a woman like Burroughs 
Dejah Thoris, for example, but I imagine several million men ano a b у
of thirteen, many 

”If we move to 
novels suffer the 
imitations of the

years ago, who fell in love with her) wish there were
another genre, I think we find that t^e men in J same fat! as the women in sf novels. Either they’re 
men created by the Bronte sisters and Mrs. Radcli ie 

or they1гё wish-fulfillments... This is a complicated way of saying 
that I thoroughly agree with the point you made.

Either they’re

(2-4—75) had nothing to say (I mean, I was allowed nothing to
but 
ne

T thought Jeff Jones’ MOONDUST exquis- 
he was taken awaysay) about my covers at &ce,

it-P Then for a r^a^cn I’ll never know for sure, 
from me. it may be because the book sold poorly in the first six months 
(before reviews, good or bad, could affect sales)...q $ong ago, Don 
Woilheim told me that he had to come up with covers which reproduced 
well in B&W photos for advance advertisement. Maybe MOONDULT didn t.
So now I have monsters...”

(OScS comment: You make a very valid point concerning covers; a happy meaium has to 
be found between the covers the fans want and the covers Liat sell. I 

really feel that George Barr could have done much better than he did on your two most 
recent DAVI books—but maybe it helps sales (although I don’t see how),

A number of people commented on the review Susan wrote in which she pointed out the 
difficulty most sf writers have with female characters. And5 as you pointed out, 
it seems to extend outside sf to many, many forms of literature in which a writer con- 
derns himself-herself with a character of the opposite sex. Of course, some writers 
have trouble creating convincing characters of their own sex, too...

The Jones cover for the novel you did in FANTASTIC was nice, although a bit grainy. 
It seemed to fit your book much better than most covers, though. I’ve heard rumors 
that said novel is due out in hardcover and/or paperback shortly hope so.)
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Larry Mason Y(2-26-75) ”Yof got PR -ff to a good start, and I
Rt. 2 doubt you’ll bave a;: у trouble increasing circula-
Rockmart GA 30153 tion. A few suggestions, though. I think things 

would be more interesting if you interspersed your 
reviews with other material, such as sercon articles, letters, quotes, 
etc. And you can make FR more attractive by using more than one color 
of mimeo paper. Perhaps a different color for different sections or 
different types of reviews. Personally I would like to see you include 
a record review column...not all sf fans are rock fans, but I know a 
lot who are both... After the very small number of good albums release ' 
in 1974 I fear that rock, as a creative art form, is virtually dead.
I'm hoping like hell 197? will be better, but so far I’ve heard nothing 
that indicates a change is comihg.

"Your reviews are generally well-written and therd’s a good variety 
of material covered... I disagree with your assessment of BRAIN WAVE. 
I think it may be the finest thing Poul Anderson has done, with the 
possible exception of TAU ZERO... I read the Andre Norton time travel 
books about twelve years ago, and at the time thought they were great. 
I fear if I tried to reread them now I would be extremely disappointed. 
If Ms. Norton would take to writing adult sf I would probably give her 
another try...

"And finally I’ll list some preliminary Hugo recommendations. Of 
the novels I’ve read so far the best is TWILIGHT OF BRIAREUS by Richard 
Cowper... Le Guin's THE DISPOSSESSED will beat it out, though, I pre
dict (a book which will come closer to a Nebula than a Hugo, Le Guin's 
is). Novella is Silverberg’s ’’Born With The Dead.” And for novelett 
I’m voting for offutt's "Gone With the Gods." In short story, I vote 
no award... Best dramatic presentation should definitely go to ZARDOZ. 
But I’m willing to bet that nothing I support will win an award...

"Hope your next issue is 30-plus pages and comes in colors."
(C & S comment: As you can see, we decided upon the mixture of reviews and letters 

for our format—obviously, we both read Geis. As to different colors 
of paper: I’m not really sure, anyone would even notice—and if they did, they may 
not care.

Andre Norton's sf isn’t the "juvenile SF” you imply it is—I think if you’d read 
any five of her books, you?d find that th?-ee of them (at least) contain "adult sf." 
Unfortunately, we came into SF via Andre Norton. many of us, as children, and we 
assume that because we were juvenile then, she was juvenile then; 'taint so.

And, finally. I’ll bet you’re right with "Born With the Dead” and ZARDOZ.
ЗНННН»*

BEFORE THE GOLDEN AGE. Ed. Isaac Asimov (Doubleday) -x-available from SF Book Club
BEFORE THE GOLDEN AGE is a genuine novelty in modern science fiction publishing; 

it’s one of the few books that warns you, in advance, "this is bad science fiction." 
As such, it is also probably one of the few books that delivers all it promises; for 
the most part, the contents of BEFORE THE GOLDEN AGE are badly written pulp fiction 
of the late twenties and early thirties style (although all selections come from the 
1930’s) that we generally try to forget. In fact, the only stories in this volume 
that werw worth reprinting were "World of the Red Sun" by Clifford D. Simak and 
"Sidewise in Time" by Murray Leinster. The rest of the fiction should have remained 
buried, by all means.

However, I recommend the anthology; while the fiction is piss-poor, the introduc
tions by Isaac Asimov are engrossing reading. This is the first chronological vol
ume of Asimov's autobiography, and his narratives make fascinating reading. And be
sides, a. 912-page book is a nice oddity to have on your bookshelf...
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• w e™ a lot of new titles have cropped up—This has been a strange peridd for c . 1 established comics have drop?
and a few of them are actually good. A lot о °T- > ± industry still tends
considerably in quality to make up for it, tnough, the comics У
to average out at mediocre.

apoointment of all is the deterioration of SWAMP THING; Doti 
к the drive that marked the Len Wein issues. Michelinie isPerhaps the worst

Michelinie’s scripts ------ - .
apparently uncomfortable with the esrie а.ь. ne 
tally eliminated it in his three-issue reign as
so very slick that it, too, tends away f Worst of all, Redondo can't draw a
that characterized Wrightson’s visual appr д • orderly'for a slime-encrusted
Swamp Thing I can accept; the monster is too cl л missed when they left—I really 
creature. I didn’t think Wein and Wrightson would be definiteiy for the worse, 
looked forward to a change-but this time the change was definitely

Ihe change in THE SHADOW, with the tenth issue»^the^ages of National's comic; 
though. ER Cruz presents the finest Shadow « grace the pages^ol
eerie, suspenseful and well-drawn, Cruz s oia , „an„sters and politicos, and it com- 
O'Neill script is a well-written story of -% g s definitely having a rebirth 
bined perfectly with Cruz's moody artwork. This title is definitely
after the Frank Robbins travesties it underwent.

KUNG-FU FIGHTER #1 ought to win an
artist deserves special recognition. Only P.t Boyette a J runner-up) before 
nave managed to produce such repulsive work (with
now—but Leopoldo D^enona euxpaS-e.u Л . easier for me to ignore—his comic 
Dennis should stick to writing novels, <ded.
scripts are atrocious. This title should definitely be avoided.

T- OL 1 • I о ri-rof issue of the new Warlock; but STRANGE TALES2.The rambling aspect of toe iiisr issu~ i^ -it i-he
His story is very close to space opera, buu Starlin gives i- 

«u to «и S «fSSS 252,«,«

comic used to have, because he's to- 
writer. And Nestor Redondo's art is

, Redondo can't draw a

get there.
tion dominates.
over-------  „ , , ,
more and more in his layout—but he s so
pteve Ditko ever was.

TAR7AN ^236 is lust as unimoressive as always in its script the only reas
Ш .««to; - "%,X,art is a dynamic cross between Kubert, Foster and Frazetta. ihe final page, OTOO 

bv Kubert, is almost indistinguishable from the Reyes art--the only gctor that m. . 
them as different is that Reyes' work is more dynamic. This is the fl-st issue 
Tarzan I've bought in a while-I really think the art is worth the 25|f price tag.

What can I say about GIANT-SIZE INVADERS #1, except that you've read .it' 
times before, at least in spirit. No, it's not a reprint, but the aim of the comic 
is to capture the feel of the l?liO's, World War II Timely comics. Captain 
Torch & Toro and Sub-Mariner team up to battle Nazis in this -tsue, - • . .„ч-кwar! CStle really captures the flavor of the era; while I'm not impressed with
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Frank Robbins visual interpretation, I have to admit (begrudgingly) that it’s ade
quate. Roy Thomas does a good job of rekindling the WWII fervor that permeated the 
Timely titles of the qO’s—and the promise of Golden Age reprints makes this the only 
£00 package from Marvel really worth tne 50p all the way through. I’d like to see 
what Jack Kirby & Joe Sinnott would do with this comic, though or Jim Steranko...

The Avenger finally makes it into the comics with JUSTICE INC. #1, from Nationa . 
Al McWilliam’s art is disappointingly mediocre, particularly in his versions ox Dick 
Benson and Smitty, but it’s passable when compared to other artistic travesties. 
I’d like to see Dick Giordano try an issue of two of this title I envision his aru 
every time I think about it. The script is nothing impressive—an adaptation of the 
first Avenger novel—but O'Neill does an acceptable job with it.

'There’s little to say about SPIDER-MAN #lhh—it appears that Gwen is back, and 
that’s the only noteworthy thing that happened in this issue—and it takes the entire 
story to build up to that. Oh well, we all have our off days...

In mentioning the saga in the Avengers, I don’t know what to refer to; I guess 
I’ll flip out AVENGERS #135 and GIANT-SIZE AVENGERS A, since theyIre sitting in front 
of me, but this story has been running for a number of issues now, skipping from one 
title to another as various plot-strings are introduced.. These issues are must-haves 
for Avengers fans, since they give us both the true origin of the Vision (taa- aa; 
and the marriage of Vision & Scarlet Witch and of Mantis and a tree. tend it an 
find out for yourself—it is good, though...

UNKNOWN WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION #3 is highlighted by an Alex Nino adaptation^of 
Harlan Ellison’s «Repent, harlequin, Said the Ticktockmank” Nino’s cartoonish art, 
brought out particularly for tts tale, resembles Tim Kirk at times,yet it incorpo
rates much more visual interplay of panels, backgrounds, etc. than KirK norma...^ 
uses. I liked the art-—but I’d like to know what Harlan Elxison thought. An ^a^er^ 
view with Frank Herbert is also a pleasant bit of reading, although the entire an - 
view f&ils to mention that Herbert has finished ARRAKIS, the third Dune nove. 
again;: I think he mentioned that it would be out ’in a while;’ could be the in eiview 
was old). Once again, I recommend this title to SF fans as well as comics fans.

In passing, I’ll mention that the new BEOWULF title from National is an interest
ing novelty (and asbit better than there boring effort at sword and sorcery, С^Ал 
UNCONQUERED), but I don’t anticipate it surpassing any standards of quality, because 
there’s no inspiration to the comic. Kirby’s ATLAS #1 is dulldulldull as most К-л 
nowadays is—and artistically, this .is his crudest yet. And the only bi tie in tne 
Batman family worth keeping up with is DETECT1VE COMICS, where the «BabOMurdciex 
series is actually developing some honest-tc-Cbd suspense in that title for the f^8 
time in years. Don’t bother with the Joker #1 unless your supply of bathroom reading 
material is low—it’s eminently forgettable.

MISCELLANEOUS REVIEWS OF FANZINES, 
MAGAZINES, RECORDS, OR WHATEVER I 
FEEL LIKE PUTTING INTO PRINT

This has been a good week for us, fan
zine-wise. First off, the quarter has 
slacked up enough at school to give me e- 
nough free time to read Dick Geis’s ALIEN 
CRITIC/SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW #12. This 
issue contained an excellent piece on Hsr<

lan Ellison, written by Dick Delap; a criticism of the ENCICLOPIEDIA OF SCIENCE FIC* 
TION AND FANTASY’ by Barry Malzberg; and an interesting Ibd White column, which con
tains the editorial which was banned from the March 197 о AMAZING by tne publishers; 
all this in addition to the reviews a?id letters that never fail to entertain. la. 
you only subscribe to one fanzine, TAC should be it (after the one you're reading, 
of course).
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Then Brian Perry's FAT CAT BOOKS, a small new-and-used book dealership (see Bean's 
address aaoompanying his letter thish), came throng та. some is ue virtual1v over 
and ALGOL I had ordered-thank God that by that the finals were virtually over,
because from the day those fanzines arrived onward, I didn t study tor anything.

Bill Bower's OUTaORLDS 2J/22 was quite impressive;
than in the Geiszine, and the emphasis is more heavily shifted to wellwritten art cle. 
and columns by a variety of writers. And Bill himself is an
wish he had used more of his own material in the lanzine, or -issue
notes of comment in toe lettercol) are all he wrote. The letters column this 
cones to the forefront, however, since it's feud-filled and qui.e e g У* 
of you who haven't ordered this zine yet, I recommend you do so-the addres 1 
Bill Bowers, Box 2521, North Canton, Ohio 11720-41.50 gets you the double issue.

ALGOL #23 is Slick; Don Pfiel should be able to produce such a professional-lookin., 
package. At the same time, Andy Porter keeps the fanzine unpretentious eno 
make you aware it is a fanzine. This issue has a section * tT^n Sere,
probably one of the most interesting series of pieces about Olar e I ‘ „ Tan's
William Lanahan offers a somewhat simplistic loo., at the psyc о ёУ .
Gor series;. Ted White's column is interesting, as all Tfed white columns are, 
Richard Lupoff's book review column is a treasure of well-written opinions. The f 
zine is lavishly adorned with very, very fine art, and the ^s very free and
uncluttered. Yes, indeed, ALGOL is Slick; it's also well-worth ^1.25 from Andre 
Porter, PO Box New York NY 10017.

And before I forget, let me give you_Dick Geis' address on ALIEN CRITIC/SCIENCE 
FICTION REVIEW: it's Richard E. Geis, PO Box 11108, Portland Oregon 97 . (

No matter how well organized I am (and I'm usually not), I manage to some
thing I had vowed to mention. Last issue was no exception; I had fully fended to 
review SFINCTOR #s 1 & 2. SFINCTOR is a very fannish, very relazed fannish news i , 
it claims nothing else, but it's determined to do a fine job in delivering t 
claim. The zines are filled with con news, publication announcements, COAs, -°rl 
con news, and anything else that seems to fit. Costs are very low (8 issues for $1) 
so be sure to order SFINCTOR from Craig Miller, Elliot Weinstein & Blenn Mite e , 
9115 Beverlywood St., Los Angeles, CALIF 9003h. (Make checks payable to Craig)

So much for fanzine reviews—there are others I could mention, but looking through^ 
them is distracting, since I always find sore thing I either didn t read the first tJ- 
or else I consider it worth reading again»

Since the income tax refund had come and we were feeling very, very affluent, we 
decided to blow $5 for the both of us to see THE TOWERING INFERNO. It would have 
probably boon just as entertaining if we had set fire to the money and watche 
burn—and that wouldn’t have been drawn out into a tedious two and a ha I ours.

The movie was a bomb. Disaster flicks seem to presume that the grandeur of the 
catastrophe eliminates any need for characterization or motivation--there s a e s 
watch the idiots scramble to survive1’ syndrome that dominates the films. This one 
was no exception; they hired some of the highest-paid actors of the cinema, an tn^n 
they djdp11 even have to act. Unless you classify acting like morons as acting,

Irwin Allen’s special effects were impressive to begin with, but even they lost 
their novelty after a while. And the climax of the movie is so utterly ridiculous 
it makes you wish it had come first, so you could have walked out on the film. I 
you ever must miss a movie, let this one be it.
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The February-March-ЛргП ANALOGS have contained a surprisingly enjoyable serial
ized novel by Gordon R. Dickson & Harry Harrison, LIFEBOAT. It’s strong, crisp 
science fiction in the traditional manner, It’s a survival-under-catastrophic- 
circumstances piece of writing that’ll never win any awards—and with justiciable 
reason, since it isn’t that good—but makes for pleasant reading. I never have 
cared an awful lot for Harry Harrison’s writing, but this collaboration seems to 
contain more Dickson than Harrison, at least in plot. ANALOG®s shorter Action has 
been very disappointing of late, though—this should be the year Ben Bova fails. to 
win a Hugo for sure—so if you dislike Harrison/Dickson novels, or lfyou tnougt , 
James White handled the same idea better than Dickson or Harrison would, you may as 
well pass this up—unless, like me, you’re also a Kelly Freas fan, in which case j<ou 
buy the magazine no matter what I gripe about,

Mike Bishop’s ’’Allegiances” is the cover story of the February 1975GALA^; it’s 
a well-written tale of alien contact, set in and around New Atlanta. The story re
lates to a number of other short works Bishop has set in this future-postulate, 
don’t be surprised if it pops up soon in a collection containing all t e s о^ез 
along these lines. Anyway, before I digress further: as you’d expect from Michael 
Bishop, it’s well-written and entertaining, although I personally don t consider it 
as dynamic a work as ’’Cathadonian Odyssey” or ’’-Death and Designation... My only- 
complaint in the entire story is one that ties in with a point I brought out last 
issue: that is, male authors have trouble writing convincingly-female characters. 
Clio is a well-delineated person, but it was hard for me to accept her as a female. 
Thank God, though, she’s not one of those Heinlein-men-in-drag that serve as women 
in far too many SF works—they aren’t even people Юг the most part And, of couro , 
this issue of GALAXY contains the middle segment of Zelazny s SIGN OF THE UNICORN, 
that’s two good reasons to shell out 75^ for the February GAL,

Like everyone else, we’re curious about the new format for VERTEX. I haven’t . 
bought an issue of the magazine for about eight months now because it’s so overprice^ 
but the new 75^-tabloid size may arouse my curiosity enough to sell me on it ±or an 
issue or two. Unfortunately, the new format means that they’re going to be losing a 
Lou of excellent graohics, which is the major drawing point of VERTEX right now—wi 
the ridiculously poor fiction they run for the most part, they have to depend on some
thing beside the printed word to catch your interest. I fully expect it to fold in 
the new format, but it’ll be a novelty...

Somewhere under the debris that clutters our house at present is an issue of Linda 
Bushyager’s HARASS; I nope I can dig it up, because I really think it deserves some 
recognition & recommendation. All, here it is; HARASS #11 is the latest we have (an 
thanks, mike weber, for the loan of it), but it*11 definitely go on our ^ds ^p 
list. HARASS is an informal news-and-views zine that presents a lot of Linda bu “ 
yager’s personality in its pages—it’s vibrant and interesting from cover to mailing 
label, and the layout and graphics make it even more impressive. This issue give 
a lot of vital-for-the-con-going-fan information on 1977 Worldcon bids—if you re 
not sure who to support, be sure to get this from Linda if it’s still available. 
There are also nice tidbits of news, a few book reviews and fanzine reviews, and 
some con news. Cost is ЦД1 from Linda Bushyager, 161Ц Evans Ave., Prospect Park, 
Рг„ 19C76. If you order, ask for #11, definitely.

5 ’

And so goes another issue of FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE. Thanks are extended to all 
those who wrote and/or subscribed; there were a few letters received but not used 
due to space limitations (Wade Gilbreath, Joe Brancatelli, Gary Brown, An у / 1 e 
head, Meade Frierson and anyone else we may have been forced to omit—the setters 
were interesting and we want more). We can’t print all the letters—also, we have uo 
edit some letters to save space—but everyone is urged to write nonetheless; Lobo 
should get you a copy of FR #3 > whether used or not.

And that’s it; it’s been fun, and we’re looking forward to the next issue as much 
as we hope you are—and it should be mailed by May 1st. Drop us a and le. us
know what you thought about what you read, okay? This has been FUTURE RaTROSPECTIU


